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We prove that if S is a sparse oracle for NP, then S is a sparse oracle for the polynomial- 
time hierarchy. Consequently, if NP has either a sparse or co-sparse <T-complete set, then the 
polynomial-time hierarchy collapses to AC. S. Mahaney (Proceedings, 21st IEEE Symposium, 
Foundations of Computer Science, 1980) had previously shown that if NP has a sparse (‘,- 
complete set, then the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses to A:. Our single construction 
yields Mahaney’s result for sparse <c-complete sets for NP and also the corresponding result 
for co-sparse &complete sets for NP. Both results strengthen the earlikr work of Karp, 
Lipton, and Sipser, Proceedings, Twelfth ACM Symposium Theory of Computing, 1980, who 
proved that if NP has a sparse <T-complete set, then the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses 
to c;nn:. 
In this paper we shall prove that if S is a sparse oracle for every set in NP, then S 
is a sparse oracle for every set in the polynomial-time hierarchy (PH). Consequently, 
if NP has either a sparse or co-sparse <$complete set, then PH collapses to AC. It is 
not likely, therefore, that NP has such &omplete sets. 
These results represent a technical improvement of earlier work done by Karp et al. 
[ 71. They proved that if NP has polynomial-size circuits, then PH collapses to 
Cc n nc. It is known from the work of Meyer (appearing in [ 21) that if NP has a 
sparse oracle, then NP has polynomial-size circuits, Thus, as a corollary to their 
work, Karp et al. concluded that if NP has a sparse &complete set, then 
PH = C: n Zi’;. Mahaney [9] strengthened this result by proving that if NP has a 
sparse <c-complete set, then PH actually collapses to A<. This last result leads to the 
question of wether PH = A; if NP has a co-sparse <F-complete set. Our work shows 
that this is the case and establishes, from a single construction, both Mahaney’s 
improvement and the companion to Mahaney’s improvement of the Karp, et al. 
result. 
All of this work can also be viewed as being related to a conjecture of Berman and 
Hartmanis [2] that NP-complete sets cannot be sparse unless P = NP. The first 
significant step towards establishing this conjecture was made by Berman [ 31 who 
* This paper was written while the author was a member of the faculty of the Department of 
Computer and Information Science at The Ohio State University. 
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proved that if NP has an NP-complete set in (0) *, then P = NP. (Note that any 
subset of {0}* is both sparse and co-sparse.) Fortune [5] improved Berman’s result 
by showing that if NP has a co-sparse NP-complete set then P = NP. (A proof of this 
also appears in Meyer and Paterson [lo] along with other related results.) Mahaney 
[9] then settled the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture by proving that if NP has a sparse 
NP-complete set, then P = NP. 
This paper is concerned with the implications of having a (co-)sparse <P,-complete 
set for NP as opposed to having a (co-)sparse <L-complete set for NP. The known 
consequences of having a (co-)sparse <c-complete set for NP, that PH = d:, are not 
as strong as the P = NP consequence of having a (co-)sparse <L-complete set for NP. 
However, assuming the existence of a (co-)sparse <c-complete set for NP is stronger 
than assuming the existence of a (co-)sparse ,<P,-complete set for NP since <‘,- 
reducibility is more general than <k-reducibility. 
PRELIMINARIES 
All sets are assumed to be over a fixed alphabet Z, of size greater than one, with A 
denoting the string of length 0. If TL C*, then the complement of T is denoted by T; 
i.e., r= {x(x E C* - T}. 
For any finite set, say T, over I=, we let c(T) denote an encoding of T over .Zc; i.e., 
c(T) E Z*. (We will often refer to finite sets as tables.) It is assumed that for strings 
y E C* and for finite sets T G Z*, computing c(TU { y 1) from c(T) and y and 
deciding if y E T from c(T) and y can both be done in time polynomial in 
lyl+lc(T)I. For any TcC* and any n EN (N denotes the natural numbers) let 
T(” = {x ] xE T and Ix] s n}. Then, c(T”“) denotes an encoding of an initial 
segment of T. A set T G .Z* is sparse if there is a polynomial p such that 
( T’” 15 p(n) for all n E N. 
{Mi,pi 1 i E N} is an effective enumeration of the nondeterministic oracle Turing 
machines which run in nondeterministic-polynomial time, with polynomial pi 
bounding the running time of Mi. For any oracle Turing machine M (either deter- 
ministic or nondeterministic) and any set S c C *, the notation MS denotes that M is 
using S as the oracle set. Letting T range over the finite subsets of Z*, define the set 
K = ((6 x, c(T), 0”) I M;( x accepts in, at most, n steps}. It is important to note that ) 
KENP. 
The three types of reducibilities which we use are polynomial-time many-one 
reducibility from Karp [6], polynomial-time Turing reducibility from Cook 141, and 
nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing reducibility from Meyer and Stockmeyer 
[ 1 l] and also Ladner et al. [8]. Set A is many-one reducible to set B in polynomial 
time (A <<‘, B) if there is a function J; computable in polynomial time, such that for 
all x E Z*, and x E A if and only iff(x) E B. Set A is Turing reducible to set B in 
polynomial time (A <p B) if there is a deterministic oracle Turing machine which 
runs in polynomial time and which recognizes A when using oracle set B. Set A is 
nondeterministically Turing reducible to set B in polynomial time (A <y B) if there 
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is a nondeterministic oracle Turing machine which runs in nondeterministic- 
polynomial time and which accepts A when using oracle set B. 
For any oracle Turing machine M and any sets A, B G C”, the notation A 4n <T. B 
via M denotes that Vx E C*((x( < n * (MB(x) accepts ox E A ““)). If Ix/ > n, we do 
not care what the result of MB(x) is. The notation AC” <“;‘B via M is defined 
similarly. 
The polynomial-time hierarchy (PH) was introduced by Meyer and Stockmeyer 
] 111 and further developed in Stockmeyer [ 121. 
DEFINITION 1. The PH is (Ze, L’e, A; 1 i E N}, where 
(A) Z~=I7~=A~=P and 
(B) for i>, 0, 
Cr+,=(A1A<$?‘B for some BEE:/ 
17~+,=co-C~+,={AIAEC~+;,} 
A~+,=(A]A<~BforsomeBECP}. 
The proof of the following proposition is straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 2. For i 2 0, if A E CF+, and B is <P,-complete in Zf’, then 
A<N,B. 
PH is a set hierarchy. However, as a matter of convenience, we will talk about 
functions other than O/l valued functions and about how they relate to PH. In 
particular, when we say that a procedure (computing a function) is a “AC-procedure” 
we mean that the procedure can be implemented via a deterministic oracle Turing 
transducer, with polynomial-running time, using an oracle set from .X7. 
Finally, let (NPj ]j E N) be an effective enumeration of the nondeterministic 
Turing machines which run in nondeterministic-polynomial time. Without discussing 
details, we simply state that there is, for each j E N, a AT-procedure, call it 
COMP-NPj, which, on input x, outputs an accepting computation of NPj(x) if NP, 
accepts x, and outputs 0 if NPj does not accept x. The details of COMP-NPj can 
easily be gleaned from a similar construction appearing in Lemma 2 of Baker 
et al. [ 11. 
MAIN THEOREM 
We begin with two results from [7]. (Proposition 3 has been reworded here.) 
PROPOSITION 3. If NP has polynomial-size circuits then PH = Cc n II!. 
As noted in the introduction, if NP has a sparse oracle, then NP has polynomial- 
size circuits [2]. This proves the next corollary (also from [7]). 
COROLLARY 4. If NP has a sparse <c-complete set, then H-5 = Z: (7 II;. 
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The proof of Corollary 4 only requires NP to have a sparse <F-hard set. Thus, 
Lemma 5 follows from the same argument. 
LEMMA 5. Zf NP has a sparse <;-hard set, then PH = Cc f’? Ii’;. 
We now proceed directly to the main theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Zf S is a sparse <F-hard set for NP, then S is a sparse <c-hard set 
/or PH. 
Remark. Theorem 6 was motivated in part by a similar result (Lemma 6.2) in 
171. Restating that result in terms of sparse oracles, it says that if every set in NP has 
a sparse oracle, then every set in PH has a sparse oracle. Different sets in PH may 
have different sparse oracles. Theorem 6 says that if a single set S is a sparse oracle 
for every set in NP, then S is also a sparse oracle for every set in PH. 
Prooj Assuming the hypothesis of the theorem, let S be a sparse set such that 
A <‘, S for all A E NP. Then, since PH = Zc n nc by Lemma 5, we need only prove 
that A <‘, S for all A E Cc to conclude that A is a sparse <c-hard set for PH. Thus, 
let A be an arbitrary set in Cc. We want to conclude that A <‘,S. 
Proposition 2 and the fact that SA T is <c-complete in NP (SA T = {w E C* / w 
encodes a satisfiable Boolean formula}) imply that A <y SAT via some nondeter- 
ministic oracle Turing machine, say MAISAT.. Let p be a monotone increasing 
polynomial which bounds the running time of MAISAT. Our assumption about S and 
the fact that SATE NP imply that SAT <“, S via some deterministic oracle Turing 
machine, say MsaTIS. Let p’ be a monotone-increasing polynomial bounding the 
running time of MSA T,S. These two reductions can be combined to get A <y S via a 
nondeterministic oracle Turing machine, say MA/S, which operates as follows: 
On input x, begin a nondeterministic simulation of MAISdI. on input x. Whenever 
this simulation queries the oracle about a string, say J’, then begin simulating 
M SAT,S on input y with oracle set S. If this new simulation accepts, then resume 
the simulation of MAlsa7 from the YES state, and if the new simulation rejects, 
then resume the simulation of M,,,,, from the NO state. Accept input x if and 
only if some simulated computation of MAISAT accepts. 
Since the running time of Majsar is bounded above by p, the longest string which 
M A,SAT can write on its oracle tape when started with input x has, at most, length 
~(1x1). This implies that A-<‘“’ <,y SATGp(“I) via IV$,~~~~‘. Similarly, since the 
running time of MSATIS is bounded above by p’, SATGp(lxi) <‘, S~p’(p~~xi) via MsAr./,. 
Considering the specific way in which MAIs combines the computations of M,q,,snl 
and MSA T/S 9 it follows that A <‘*I <F’ S6p’(plx’) via MqIs. Therefore, letting 
MAIs = Mi for some i E N, x E A o (i, x, c(S <PYPlW), (yi(lXI)) E K, for all x E c*. 
Our assumption about S and the fact that K E NP imply that K &‘, S via some deter- 
ministic oracle Turing machine, say MKIs. Thus, for all R’ E Z*, x E A o 
M&((i, x, 4s 4P’(PW))), ()PiW)) accepts. If we could, on input x, construct the 
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polynomial-size table T = S Gp’(p(lx’)) m polynomial time using S as an oracle, then 
A <T S via a deterministic oracle Turing machine which operates as follows: 
On input x: 
(1) use S as an oracle to obtain T = S cp’(p(ix’)) in polynomial time and 
(2) run WIS on input (i, x, c(T), Opi(““) with oracle set S. 
Hence, we now develop an appropriate algorithm for computing the table T. 
The construction of the table T= Ssp’(p(l-‘l)’ is actually done by constructing a 
series of tables T,,, T, ,..., T, such that 0 = T,,$ T,cq . . . cq T, , = T, c S4P’(P(l.r”’ 
and such that SATGP”“” <T. T,, via M,,4,,,s. T is then taken to be T,. Although it 
may be that T$S ~p’(p(lx’)) for this choice of T, T will contain enough of Shp”P(I.VI’) 
to guarantee that MsaTiS, when using T as an oracle, accepts X4 TGp(‘“l’. Considering 
once again just how it is that Mi operates, this choice of T also guarantees that 
A G lx’ <F’ T via M, so that, as before, x E A CJ Mj!,,((i, x, c(T), Opi”xi’)) accepts. 
In constructing the series of tables, we make use of an idea which appears in Karp 
and Lipton [7 1. They construct a n: predicate which says that a polynomial-size 
circuit works correctly on an initial segment of SAT. Their predicate is based on a 
very simple inductive definition of SAT. For our purposes, we use this same idea in 
defining a co-NP set which contains tables which M,,.,.,, can use in order to 
recognize initial segments of SAT. 
Some notation is helpful in developing these ideas. Let 
BF = (W E C* 1 w encodes a Boolean formula F(x, ,..., x,) 
of n > 0 variables x,, x2 ,..., xn} 
and let 
BF’ = (w E BF 1 w encodes a Boolean formula of no variables}. 
Note that BF’ c BF and if w E BF’, then the formula which w encodes reduces to 
true or false. For each w E BF which encodes a formula F(x,, x2 ,..., x,J of n > 0 
variables, let W, denote the encoding of 8’(0, x2 ,..., x,) and wi denote the encoding of 
F(L x2,..., x,). SAT can be defined inductively (based on the number of variables 
appearing in a Boolean formula) as follows: 
BASIS CLAUSE. w E BF’ s. (w E SA To the formula which w encodes reduces to 
true). 
INDUCTIVE CLAUSE. wEBF-BF’>(wESATow,ESATVw,ESAT). 
Now define OKFORSAT = ((On, c(T)) 1 SAT<” <‘, T via M,,.,,}. Note that 
(On, c(T)) E OKFORSAT if and only if MSATIS, when using T as an oracle set, 
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recognizes SA TG *. Mimicking the inductive definition of SAT, we see that 
(0”, c(T)) E OKFORSAT o 
I 
(w E BF’ - W&s (w) accepts o the formula which w 
encodes reduces to true)) 
VW ,w,<n A (wEBF-BF’ * (MiAATIs(w) accepts e Ml.4,,,(w,) accepts 
V M.L,,,,(w, 1 accepts)) 
A (w 6Z BF * M,:,,,,(w) rejects) 1 
Using the quantifier characterization of PH in Stockmeyer ] 121, we see that 
OKFORSAT E n; = co-NP. Letting NP,, accept OKFORSAT (which is in NP), 
there is a dpprocedure COMPpNPj which, on input x E OKFORSAT, produces an 
accepting computation of NPj on input x and which, on input x E OKFORSAT, 
outputs 0. If NPj works in the obvious way by guessing, on input (0”, c(T)), a w such 
that either 
(1) w E BF’ A l(M,T, T,S (w) accepts o the formula which w encodes 
reduces to true) or 
(2) w E BF - BF’ A l(MIAT,,,(w) accepts o Map,,, accepts 
V M&,,,(w,) accepts), 
and then verifying that either (1) or (2) holds, we can say more about any accepting 
computation which COMP-NPj produces. (We are assuming that if w fZ BF. then 
McA,,,(w)rejects by simple syntactic checking of w and not by asking any questions 
of the oracle. This implies that if (0”, c(T)) @ OKFORSAT, then either (1) or (2) 
does hold.) Namely, included in this computation will be a simulation of MiAr,,(w) 
and possibly of M~~A,S(~O) and MiA,,,(w,), as well. Thus, assuming that Np, does 
work in the obvious way, we let COMP-NZ’; be the dc-procedure which operates as 
follows: 
On input (0”, c(T)), compute COMP-NP,((O”, c(T))). If the output produced is 
0, then output a dummy value and halt. If the output produced is a computation 
of NP, on input (0”, c(T)), then find the simulation of MgAATIS(w) (and of 
M:A T,s(“‘o) and M:A T/S (w,) if they also appear) which appears in the 
computation. From these simulations, output the set of strings queried by 
M,,r,, which are not in the finite set T and halt. 
One final observation about the d;-procedure COMP-NC/. COMP-NC/ runs in 
polynomial time using an oracle set from NP. Since we have assumed that A <<‘, S for 
all A E NP, we can assume that COMP_NPj runs in polynomial time and uses S as 
its oracle set. 
Using our assumption about S and the fact that OKFORSAT E NP, let 
OKFORSAT <‘, S via MOKPORSATIS. We now present a procedure named BUILD _ T 
which, on input O”, outputs a table TE SGp'@) such that (O”, c(T)) E OKFORSAT; 
that is, BUILD-T outputs a table TE Scp'(") such that SA 7’“” <‘, T via MSATIS. 
BUILD- T runs in polynomial time and uses S as an oracle set. 
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procedure BUILD _ T(0”); 
begin 
T’t0; 
while M&FoRsA.r,s((On, c(T’))) accepts do 
begin 
compute COMP-NP; using oracle set S on 
input (0”, c(r’)) to obtain a set of 
strings {Y, ,.h,..., Y,J; 
for i := 1 to k ifyi E S then T’ t T’ U { yi) 
end /* while-do */ 
T+- T’ 
end /* procedure BUILD- T */ 
To prove that BUILD-- T runs in polynomial time (using S as its oracle set), note 
that each execution of the body of the while-do takes polynomial time. Thus, we need 
only argue that the number of times the body of the while-do is executed is 
polynomial. Initially, T’ t 0 and new strings added to T’ in the for-loop are in S. 
Therefore, T’ s S throughout the execution of BUILD _ T. Furthermore, T’ G S ip’(” 
since the running time of M,,.,, is bounded by p’. We claim that T’ increases in size 
after each execution of the body of the while-do. If this is the case, then the number 
of executions of the body of the while-do is polynomial since S is sparse. 
To see that T’ increases in size each time through the loop, note that the body of 
the loop is entered if and only if (0”, c(T’)) E OKFORSAT. In this case, NPj does 
accept (0”, c(T’)) and any accepting computation of NPj will contain a simulation of 
M;;:,,,(w) and possibly of M.c;7,S(~D) and Ml,;,.,,(w,) as well. Also, at least one of 
these M:iTiS computations must be yielding an incorrect answer. Because M,s,r,~,,s 
does witness SAT <‘, S, it must be that any incorrect M:,i r,s computation is using an 
incorrect oracle answer. However MclTIS computations use a YES answer to a query 
if and only if the string being queried is in T’, and these answers are correct since we 
know that T’ G S. Therefore, some string, say y, is queried and an incorrect NO 
answer is used; that is, y E S. y will be among the strings y,, y2 ,...,yk produced by 
COMP-NP; on input (O”,c(T’)) since the use of a NO answer to the query about y 
implies that y @ T’. y will then be added to T’ in the for-loop increasing the size of 
T’. 
Having established that BUILD. T runs in polynomial time, it now follows that 
BUILD_ T is correct. This is so because BUILD_ T leaves the while-do loop only 
when (0”, c(T’)) E OKFORSAT. T is then immediately set to T’ so that 
(0”, c(T)) E OKFORSAT. 
The proof of the theorem is now concluded by noting that A <‘;-S via a deter- 
ministic oracle Turing machine which operates as follows: 
On input x: 
(1) Run BUILD- T on input Op(‘X’) using oracle set S to obtain a table 
T z S Q’(~‘~‘)) such that SA TGp(lx’) <‘, T via Msa7,S. 
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(2) Run M;,,((i, X, c(T), OpiuXO )). Accept if this computation accepts and 
reject if this computation rejects. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7. If NP has a sparse <c-hard set S and S E AC, then PH = AC. 
Prooj Assuming the hypothesis of the corollary and using Theorem 6, A <c S 
for all A E PH. Since S E AC, S <<‘, SAT. By transitivity of &reducibility, 
A ,<‘, SAT for all A E PH. Therefore, A E A; for all A E PH and PH = AC. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8. If NP has a <P,-complete set which is either sparse or co-sparse, 
then PH = A;. 
Proof Immediate from Corollary 7. Q.E.D. 
As stated in the introduction, Mahaney [9] has previously proved that if NP has a 
sparse &complete set, then PH = AT. 
Finally, we point out that Theorem 6 could be proved without the use of Lemma 5. 
The proof would proceed by induction on the levels of PH. The base of the induction 
is established by the assumption that S is a sparse <F-hard set for NP =ZT. The 
inductive step would be to prove, for arbitrary k > 1, that S is a sparse <:-hard set 
for Cc+ 1 based on the inductive assumption that S is a sparse <c-hard set for ZjG. 
To prove that S is a sparse (c-hard set for .?Yi+, using the assumption that S is a 
sparse <c-hard set for Zz, let A E Zi+, and show that A <‘, S. The proof proceeds 
just as the proof of Theorem 6 except that the ,<P,-complete set B, E .Ei is used 
instead of SAT. (B, is the set of Boolean formulas which are satisfied under k - 1 
alternations of quantifiers beginning with 3. SAT is just B, . B, is formally defined in 
[ 121.) The important point is that the sets B, have simple inductive definitions as 
does SAT so that the sets OKFORB, E co-NP for k > 1. Inductive definitions of B, 
are presented in [7]. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We know from Corollary 7 that if S is a sparse <F-hard set for NP and S E AC (or 
lower in PH), then PH = A!. If S &AT, the techniques used here do not yield that 
PH = AC. The strongest known result for the case when S @ AT is that of Karp et al. 
[ 71 which says that PH = 2; n ZZC. Whether or not the existence of a sparse <c-hard 
set for NP would imply that PH = AC remains an open question. 
A possible approach to this open problem is to show that if NP has a sparse <<‘,- 
hard set, then NP has a sparse &hard set in A T. The strongest known result of this 
type says that if NP has a sparse <c-hard set, then NP has a sparse &hard set in 
Z;. It is interesting to note that the existence of a sparse <k-hard set for NP does 
imply that NP has a sparse <K-complete set (Mahaney [ 91). 
Other important open questions include: 
(1) Does the existence of a sparse oracle for NP imply that P = NP? 
(2) Does the existece of a sparse oracle for NP imply NP = co-NP? 
511/24/2-l 
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Since NP-complete sets have polynomial-size circuits if and only if they have sparse 
oracles, a positive answer to (l), for example, would prove that AT-complete sets do 
not have polynomial-size circuits (assuming P # NP). 
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